REVIEWS FOR “RYANN”
I expected to zip through this book for young readers without getting caught up. I reckoned
without the storytelling mastery of Paul Dorset. Ryann is a survivor, subjected to horrific abuse
and growing strong and determined. Her adventures are compelling and believable. I did read
the book on one sitting and then gasped. The ending left me wanting the next book. That's good
writing. (Amazon Reviewer)

Ryann, a novella by Paul Dorset, is a short but nicely complicated story of servitude and capacity
for good and evil to co-exist. I want more of this series since I want to learn what the author has
planned for Ryann.
Some violence in this novel is delivered softly by the author and is left to the imagination of the
reader as to how it actually plays out. The tale of the son and father at odds with each other is
even more complicated when we learn the family secret.
Happily awaiting more from this series. (Amazon Reviewer)

Chapter 3 is where I was brought to tears out of my grief over losing a character I felt attached to.
In this scene, a young slave girl (a sclava) is pleading with a younger sclava friend of hers not to
pass on and leave her alone, and it left me in literal tears. (Amazon Reviewer)

I enjoyed and thoroughly loved this Novella. This is 106 pages and reads well enough to be a
novel. I'm hoping there is more to Ryann's story...
...Expecting YA doesn't always make something YA. I in fact have seen a few that I've decided
that I'd not encourage any young adults living at home (particularly my home) to read. This one
almost hit that barrier with the rough treatment of the slaves. Thankfully we moved on from there
and paced all of that to a reasonable level that clearly is designed to make the reader dislike
Bramwel the son of Lord Cala. It also demonstrates why we should hold little if any regard for
Lord Cala.
I think that Paul Dorset does a great job even without the beatings at making Bramwel a
detestable cowardly self-absorbed and shallow young man...
...Great fiction with a good message that everyone needs to consider. Young and old alike no
matter what Genre you prefer you can't go wrong with this little Novella. (Amazon Reviewer)

